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-ABSTRACT

Ground-test measurements were made during the launches of Apollo 13

and 14 in an effort to better define the electrical characteristics of

a large launch vehicle. Of particular concern was the effective electrical

length of the vehicle and plume since this parameter markedly affects the

likelihood of a lightning stroke being triggered by a launch during dis-

turbed weather conditions. Since no instrumentation could be carried

aboard the launch vehicle, the experiments were confined to LF radio

noise and electrostatic-field measurements on the ground in the vicinity

of the launch pad. The philosophy of the experiment and the instrumenta-

tion and layout are described.

From the results of the experiment it is concluded that the rocket

and exhaust do not produce large-scale shorting of the earth's field out

to distances oZ thousands of feet from the launch pad. There is evidence,

however, that the plume does add substantially to the electrical length

of the rocket. On this basis, it was recommended that there be no relaxa-

tion of launch rules for launches during disturbed weather.

It was found that the exhaust clouds produced during launch are

highly charged, and that these charged clouds greatly obscure other

electrical effects associated with the launch. Accordingly, it was

concluded that further experiments in this general area should include

provisions for flight instrumentation.
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FOREWORD

S•,The electrical effects accompanying the Apollo 12, 13, and 14

launches are described in this report. Support for the research dis-

cussed came from three main sources. For all three launches, most of

the data interpretation and theoretical analysis was performed under

contractual arrangements with OMR. All the experimental work for

Apollo 13, and part of that for Apollo 14, were supported by SRI. Con-

tracts from NASA provided funding for the majnr portion of the ApolJo 14

experiments, and for travel and subsistence expenses associated with

all three launches.
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I INTRODUCTION

During the launch of Apollo 12 on 14 November 1969, the launch

area was covered with a cloud layer that did not exhibit any thunder-

storm activity, but that contained high electric fields. These weather

conditions (no active storm cells within the clouds and no lightning

in the vicinity of the launch area) fell within the permissible condi-

tions for a launch under the existing launch rules. Accordingly the

vehicle was launched into the clouds. Thirty-six and one-half seconds

after launch, when the vehicle reached an altitude of 6,400 feet it

was struck by lightning, causing a current overload circuit to function

and disconnecting ship's prime power."* Another strike to the vehicle

occurred 52 seconds after launch when it reached an altitude of 14,000

feet.

Following the Apollo 12 lightning incident the available data were

analyzed, and it was concluded that although there was no lightning

activity in the clodd at the tiLle of launch, high electric fields did

exist, and the rapid introduction of the Apollo vehicle (and its ex.,aust

plume) into this high field region triggered the strokes. Indeed, it i
is likely that had the vehicle not been introduced into the clouds, no 3
strokes would have occurred. Mhen the cause for the Apollo 12 lightning

incident was established, the launch rules were modified to prevent

launches into clouds of the type likely to contain high electric fields.

* References are listed at the end of the report.



NASA recognized that certain aspects of the Apollo lightning trig-

gering problem were poorly understood and invited scientists specializing

in the study of lightning and atmospheric electricity to propose experi-

ments to be performed in connection with future launches in an effort to

gain further insight into the general problem. In particular, the experi-

ments were directed at ensuring that future launch rules would be satis-

factory from the standpoint of both safety and the avoidance of unnecessary

delays. Since Apollo 13 was scheduled to be launched on 11 April 1970,

there was no possibility of conducting on-board measurements on this

vehicle. Furthermore, the time and funding limitations for participa-

tion in the Apollo 13 launch dictated that only existing instrumentation

capable of being packaged to work in the field could be considered fo:

the experiments.I

In considering the Apollo lightning triggering problem in general,

it was evident that little was known of the electrical character of

large rockets in flight. For example, it was agreed that the electrical

conductivity of the plume would make the rocket appear electrically

longer than its actual physical length, but the amount of the increase

in length was uncertain. Establishing bounds on this length was impor-

tant since it markedly affects the likelihood of a stroke being triggered

in a given ambient electric field. Obviously, if the combination of

rocket and plume looks like a very extended conductor such as the Empire

State Building the launch rules should be more stringent than if the

plume merely doubles the length of the rocket.

It should be mentioned that a preliminary survey• of triggered

lightning incidents, initiated shortly before the Apollo 12 occurrence,

suggested that most such incidents satisfy two common criteria: (1) the

general ambient electric field is of the order of 10 kV m, and (2) the

potential discontinuity between the conductor initiating the lightning

and the adjacent atmosphere approaches 106 V. A more thorough studyf

2



has confirmed this impression. This potential discontinuity will of

course be greater if either the ambient field or the effective electric

length of the conductor increase. To all appearances, these conditions

6
(ambient field of 10 kV'm and potential discontinuity of 10 V) were

certainly approximated during the Apollo 12 incident.

It was also observed during the consideration of the Apollo 12

incident that little was known regarding the static electrification of

rockets after launch. Airplane experience indicated that engine charging

raised the potential of the aircraft to hundreds of kilovolts as soon as

the wheels left the ground. Experience with Nike Cajun rockets indicated

that they too became charged by the action of the rocket motors, but it

was felt that extrapolating data from a 12-inch- or a 6-inch-diameter

solid-fuel rocket motor running for 3 seconds to a 30-ft-diameter ]quid- 4
fueled rocket burning for almost three minutes would be of doubtful merit.

A high potential on the rocket would alter the magnitudes of the electric

fields in its vicinity and could affect the likelihood of a stroke trig-

gered by the rocket. There is some evidence that this effect does occur

for aircraft. 3  Accordiugly, it was felt that information regarding

in-flight rocket potential would be of considerable significance.

This report concerns experiments, carried out during the launches

of Apollo 13 and Apollo 14, and directed at investigating some of the

points discussed above. The report considers material already presented

in preliminary reports 's in much greater detail; it also contains

considerable supplemental information and additional analysis.

3



F

II DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT AND INSTRLRIENTATICN

A. General

The limitations on time and funding discussed in Section I dictated

that the experiment, on the Apollo 13 launch at least, must be conducted

using existing instrumentation. The restriction that the experiment be

confined strictly to ground-based measurements further circumscribed the

possible alternatives available.

With these limitations in mind, it was observed that existing

ground-based instrumentation was capable of providing considerable

information regarding the electrical character of the vehicle after

launch. Tile argaments proceed with the aid of Figure 1. In fair

weather, there is at the surface of the earth a static electric field

normally of 100 tc 300 volts per meter; the magnitude depends mostly

on the degree of atmospheric pollution. This fair-weather field is

shown as the ambient field in Figure 1. If a large grounded body such

as a rocket on a pad is placed in this field as illustrated in Figure 1(a).

the field intensity on the ground in the vicinity of the rocket will be

reduced below the ambient as shown in Curve a of Figure l(f). If the

rocket is now raised above the ground as shown in Figure l(b), the field

intensity in the vicinity of the pad will be given by Curve b. Ifere we A

observe that there is an enhancement of field in the imrnediate vicinity

of the pad. If the size of the rocket is augmented by a conducting plume

as in Figure l(c), the field enhancement will be more pronounced and will

extend over a wide region as shown in Curve c. If, on the other hand.

the exhaust is highly conducting for many rocket lengths, the field will

be reduced below the ambient value for a distance of the order of the

Preceding page blank 5
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conducting plume length as suggested in Curve d. Finally, it is possible

that the exhaust products, debris stirred up by the launch, and clouds

due to the interaction between the exhaust and the cooling water, as

shown in Figure 1(e), are highly charged, and that the electric fields

in the vicinity of the pad are governed largely by these charges.

The above arguments indicate that measurements of static electric

field in the vicinity of the launch pad prior to and during launch can

provide considerable itsight into the electrical length of the rocket

plume. Since field meters capable of detecting the earth's field in

fair weather existed at SRI, and were available for use in an outdoor

environment, it was decided that they wojid constitute a major portion

of the SRI instrumentation for the Apollo 13 experiment.

Experience with aircraft 6' and small rocketse indicated that the

engine exhaust generally is not completely neutral, so that it carries

charge away from the vehicle, charging the vehicle to a high potential

as illustrated schematically in Figure 2. As the potential continues

to rise, the electric fields at the extremities finally become so high

that dielectric breakdown of the air and corona discharge occur to

relieve some of the charge.

It should be emphasized that even after the corona threshold occurs,

the potential of the vehicle will continue to rise quite considerably,

until--in the absence of other current mechanisms--the engine-charging

and the corona-discharging currents balance.P Typically, with an air-

craft equipped with static dischargers the corona onset will be at a

potential of some 20 kV, but the balance between engine and corona

currents will not be attained until the potential is perhaps 100 kV. 6

The corona breakdowns generate RF noise that can be detected with the

proper receiving equipment either on the rocket or on the ground. The

character of the noise pulses ii such that the equivalent noise fields

7



.- ROCKET BECOMES CHARGED7TO A HIGH POTENTIAL

CHARGE MOTIONS IN LAUNCH
ASSOCIATED CLOUDSAl

CORONA DISCHARGES OCCUR FROM7VEHICLE EXTREMITIES GENERATING
~ ZŽ~RF NOISE

TA-8940-2

FIGURE 2 POSSIBLE RF NOISE GENERATION AS THE RESULT OF ROCKET-MOTOR
CHARGING

are highest at low frequencies. Corona processes are not the only

possible grenerators of radio noise associated with the rocket envir-on-

ment. Spasmodic streamer breakdown along the exhaust plume, of which

there is evidence irom film records. would be expected to produce noise.

Also, radio noise will inevitably be g-enerated b) the acceleration of

charges whether these are moved macroscopically onl the vehicle, exhaust

plume, and exhaust-associated clouds, or are churned locally by turbulent

edd ies.

To carry out LY noise meas-urements onl an earlier program. SRI had

assembled a etof five narrowband receivers covering- the f requency

range 1.5 to 120 kliz. These receivers were not in current use and could(

be fielded in short time. Accordinglyv, it was decided that the Apollo 13

instrumentation should include these receivers to measure LF RF noise in



an effort to obtain some indication whether the vehicle potential became

sufficiently high during launch to cause electrical discharge from the

extremities.

B. Instrumentation

In planning the ground field-meter layout for Apollo 13, the ob-

jective was to site the irstruments so that one could determine which

of the options of Figure 1 best satisfied the measured results. In

order to measure ambient-field diminution of the sort caused by a

short plume, or a field enhancement of the sort illustrated in Figure

l(b), it is necessary to place one field meter as close as possible

to the pad. Additional field meters are then located at points suc-

cessively farther away from the pad until one either runs out of field

meters or is convinced that he has reached the limit of the detectable

perturbation.

In planning the SRI field-meter installation, it was observed that

the rocket exhaust Irom the Apollo vehicles is not simply allowed to

fall on the pad and be deflected symmetrically. Instead, the exhaust

is channeled into two flame trenches; one extending to the north of the

pad, and the other to the south of the pad as shown in Figure 3. To

minimize possible perturbations from the exhaust products, it was

decided that the main array of three field meters would be located

along a line west of the pad roughly at right angles to the flame

trenches. (Marshv land around the pad prevented installation of instru-

mentation along a line precisely at right angles to the trench line.)

Field meters were installed at the following stations:

* Camera Pad 5. .100 m from pad

* Slide-wire area, 850 m from pad

0 Crawlerway, 1750 m from pad.
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To investigate the effect of charge in the exhaust in producing

field perturbat.ions, it was felt that one field meter should be posi-

tioned to couple strongly to the rocket exhaust. Accordingly, one field

meter was located in the vicinity of Camera Pad 4, as close to the south

flame trench as considered prudent. It should be noted at this time that

the north flame trench is flat, so that its flame moves horizontally away

from the rocket. The south flame trench has a ramp approximately 50 m

from the rocket to direct the south flame upward. Thus, during the

early stages of the launch, the south flame trench exhaust products

passed nearly over the Camera Pad 4 field meter.

Since more than one organization was carrying out measurements,

it was important that an effort be made to provide points at which

measurements could be compared and yet not allow undue duplication of

measurements. To achieve this, the New Mexico Institute of Mining and

Technology1 ° installed field meters on the opposite side of the pad,

as shown in Figure 3, and, in addition, had field-meter installations

at various stations along the beach. The most distant of these was

700 m north-northwest of the pad, in order to permit the detectiun of

a large-scale field perturbation such as that illustrated in Figure 1(d).

Instrumentation for the LF noise experiment was installed at

Camera Pad 5. The arguments for this choice were that the receiving

antenna should bi as (lose as possible to the vehicle to maximize

coupling to corona Jischarges, sparking, or other noise-generating

mechanisms associated with liftoff. On the other hand, it was impor-

tant that the instrumentation not be placed so near the pad that acoustic

noise during the launch might affect its operation. A final practical

consideration was that 110-V, 60-Hz power had to be available for the

receivers and recorders. Camera Pad 5 met all of these requirements.



For the launch of Apollo 14, the instrumentation was expanded af

shown in Figure 4. The SRI instrumentation system retained the array

of field meters along a line roughly west of the pad and the mill at

Camera Pad 4. The crawlerway field mill was moved slightly south along

the crawlerway road to place it due west of the pad. To gain a better

idea of the character and extent of the south exhaust plume, an addi-

tional field mill was installed at the southern boundary of the parking

lot south of the pad.

The main new measurement concept added for the Apollo 14 launch

was the use of a field meter on the face of the launch umbilical tower

(LUT) at the 340-ft level facing the rocket. The results for Apollo 13

had strongly suggested that the clouds generated by the exhaust and

its interaction with the cooling water were substantially charged.

Since these clouds were closer to the field-meter network used for

Apollo 13 than was the vehicle, the electrical effects of the clouds

tended to mask any changes due to charge on the vehicle. In order to

identify conclusively the relative cloud and rocket effects it was

necessary to install a field meter where it would be influenced essen-

tially only by the rocket charge. The launch umbilical tower was a

suitable place. It was argued that a field meter at this location

would couple strongly to the launch vehicle as it passed, and would

provide a good indication of vehicle potential at least until the

vehicle cleared the pad.

The individual pieces of instrumpntation were improved and adjusted

as considered appropriate on the basis of Apollo 13 experience. Aside

from the addition of the LUT field meter, no major changes in experiment

concept were made for Apollo 14.

12
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A photograph of a typical ground field-meter installation is shown

it Figure 5. All of the electronics and the strip-chart recorder were

Jh~oued in a plywood box that protected the system from the weather and

JPrVided a convenient base for sandbagging to protect the instrumentation

Oro•j the launch blast. (This arrangement proved to be very satisfactory

ýit vhat there was no damage to any of the systems after any launch.)

lThe top of the box was covered with a sheet of aluminum that provided

0ell-defined ground plane for the field-meter detector head. A box

Cf Olie sort used for the field-meter installation produces a localized

PertClrbation of the ambient electrostatic field with the result that the

xlgli1tude of the field at the field-meter detector-head location is

t'igtir than the ambient field. Model measurements in the laboratory

A1d14zated that, for the form of the boxes and sandbagging used in the

A•o• •o experiments, the field augmentation was 1.6. (In reducing the

cta from the Apollo experiments the measured field value was divided

t:Y 1 .6, so that the results are presented in terms of actual ambient

l .el •.)

Figure 5 is also of interest in that it provides perspective on the

5iti2ng of the Camera Pad 4 installation. The south flame is directed

tx2.,id by the flame trench so that it comes out at the south end of the

robiale service structure (which is moved away for the launch). Thus

vhis meter should respond strongly to charge carried away in this por-

t- ton of the exhaust.

.Al4 of the field-meter s-tes were chosen to have the general charac-

v 4Qr :f the installation illustrated in Figure 5. The field meters were

il2stnlled on flat ground, far from buildings, poles, wires, and other

o bjec4ts that might cause field perturbations.

"The position of the Camera Pad 5 site with respect to the launch

v-Qhi'1e is shown in Figure 6. Here again, the terrain is flat, and

14
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there are no structures in the immediate vicinity to produce perturba-

tions of the ambient field. This site is at right angles to the flame

trench in order that the fields be influenced to the least extent by

charged particles in the exhaust products. Also evident in the figure

is the arrangement of the loop receiving antenna. The antenna was

oriented so that the Apollo rocket fell in the plane of the loop to

maximize coupling oetween the loop and possible noise sources on the

rocket. Preamplifier electronics associated with the loop antenna

were mounted in a cast aluminum box located in the middle of the bottom

leg of the loop. An accelerometer to measure mechanical vibration was

attached to this same cast aluminum box.

Additional details of the Camera Pad 5 installation for the launch

of Apollo 14 are shown in Figure 7. The plywood box housing the field-

meter sensor was located in the middle of a flat, clear region. Field-

meter electronics and the IS noise receivers were housed in this box,

which was sandbagged to protect it from the launch blast. The tape

recorder and strip-chart recorder (not shown in the figure) were located

in a line behind the field-meter box for shielding from the blast. The

electric dipole antenna used on Apollo 14 was mounted over a chicken-

wire ground plane located to the south of the field-meter box. The

preamplifier for this antenna was located immediately below the ground

plane.

A block diagram of the Camera PaO 5 instrumentation for the launch

of Apollo 13 is shown in Figure 8. At the top of the figure is !he

instrumentation for measuring ambic',t electric field. In planning the

field-meter system, it was felt that wide dyPamic range was required

because of tVe variety of possible field variations postulated. To

detect shorting of the ambient field by the rocke~t and plume, the system

must be capable of producing substanti..1 ouLput in response to the fair-

wcather earth's field of 100 to 300 V m. On the other hand. the system
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should not saturate in response to high charges on the rocket or exhaust

products. Dynamic range was achieved by using three separate linear out-

put channels with full-scale responses ranging from ±600 to :24,000 V/m.

Lower in Figure 8 is the instrumentation for measuring LF noise.

This consisted of a loop antenna and a broadband preamplifier that drove

five fixed-tuned receiver channels. The output from each receiver

(a dc voltage proportional to the input signal level) was fed to one

channel of the strip-chart recorder. Dynamic range was achieved in

this system by using a roughly logarithmic response in the recei'er.

The clock timer at the bottom of the figure turned the recorder

on roughly one hour before launch. The turn-on time and the strip-

chart paper speed were adjusted to provide a period of baseline data

prior to scheduled launch, and to assure adequate paper should the

launch be "held" to the end of the launch "window." It should be noted

that the only way in which an event could be timed with this system was

by noting when the timer was set to turn on, and by measuring the paper

consumed from turn-on to the event of interest. This is obviously not

a precise procedure.

The more elaborate instrumentation system used at Camer2 Pad 5 for

the launch of Apollo 1-1 is shown in Figure 9. The same field-meter

system was used. but the gains were reduced somewhat based on the

experience gained during the Apollo 13 launch. Also. provision was made

for duplexing pulsed 500-liz signals on the low-sensitivity field channel

to provide range timing information on the strip-chart record. The LF

noise receivers were unchanged from the Apollo 13 launch.

An important change in the Camera Pad 5 instrumentation sy-stem was

the addition of the wideband tape recorder. This addition permitted the

recording of wideband signals directly from the output of the loop-

antenna preamplifier. These wideband data can be displayed later on ;in
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FIGURE 9 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF CAMERA PAD 5 INSTRUMENTATION FOR APOLLO 14
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oscilloscope or otherwise processed to investigate the character of the

LF radio noise observed during launch. (The recorded signals could even

be fed to the receiver system as a check on the "alidity of the tape-

recorded data.)

Also recorded on the tape recorder were the IF outputs from the

three lowest-frequency receivers. It was felt that these data could

prove useful in diagnosing the character of the noise sources.

With a wideband recorder available, it was felt that it would be

useful to expand the noise sensors to include an electric dipole. Corn-

parison of the noise records obtained with the two sensors would serve

to validate the noise-measuring system, while systematic differences

might provide additional insight into the character of the noise sources.

The noise signal from the dipole was fed directly to one of the channels

of the tape recorder.

Following the Apollo 13 launch there was some question regarding A

whether the receiver noise data might have been influenced by micro-

phonics generated in the antenna preamplifier or the receivers by the

acoustic noise associated with the launch. Accordingly, an accelerometer

was included for the Apollo 14 launch to provide a time history of the

vibration of the loop-antenna preamplifier case. This measurement would

permit the comparison of receiver-noise onset and level with the mechanical

vibrational levels existing at the time of interest.

A

=Range timing information was supplied to the tape recorder by using

a relay (operated from the range timing system) to key a 500-1iz oscillator

signal that was recorded on one of the channels. Again. a timer clock was

used to turn the system on prior to the scheduled launch time. For this

launch it was necessary to turn the system on closer Lo the scheduled

launch time, since the tapu recorder could run for a total of only one

22



=1
hour at the 15-ips speed required to give the required frequency response

to record the desired broadband noise information.

In connection with the study of the electrification of Titan III-C

rockets during launch, SRI developed and qualified a field-meter system

capable of operating in an acoustic-sound-pressure environment of 160 dB

(ref: 0.0002 dynes/cm ) and 1360-peak-G shock-spectrum amplitude. 1'

In planning for the Apollo 14 measurements, it was observed that these

environmental specifications were comparable to the LUT-face environment

during Apollo liftoff, and that this field meter should therefore be

capable of surviving and providing useful data regarding vehicle poten-

tial during liftoff and the first few seconds of ascent. Provisions

were made to install the field meter on the face of the LUT at the

340-ft level as shown in Figure 10. Various practical considerations I
entered into the decision to locate the field meter at this position.

It was essential that the sensor be placed as high as possible on the

LUT to maximize the data obtained prior to the passage of the engine

nozzles. The 340-ft level was nearly at the top of the tower, and

was the highest level at which available cabling existed suitable for

carrying field-meter output signals to the NASA tape-recoiding system

in the base of the LUT. A further reason for choosing the 340-ft level

was that the LUT-face water-deluge system stops at a lower level and

therefore there would bc no possibility of the field meter being sprayed

with deluge water during launch.

Additional details of the installation are shown in Figure 11. A

sealed, nitrogen-purged box provided by NASA was modified to accept

the field-meter electronics plug-in cards. The detector head was

mounted in the lid of the box as shown in the figure. The entire

assembly was fastcnod to the guard-rail structure -rf the LUT with the

detector head facing outward. The piping and structural members on

the face of the LUT surrounding the field meter serve to define a ground
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plane, which simplifies the problem of interpreting the field-meter

readings in terms of vehicle potential and ambient electric field.

The field meter installed on the LUT was of the rotating-vane design.

Movement of the grounded rotor shown in Figure 12 causes the stator to

be alternately exposed to and shielded from the exterior environment.

The alternating component of the stator short-circuit current in

response to a true field is

f 2 o

where w is the radian frequency with which the stator is covered and

uncovered. e is the permittivity of free space, E is the field strength

of the electric field terminating on the stator (when the stator is

uncovered), A is the surface area of the stator, and j is the imaginary

unit /-1. The alternating component of the stator short-circuit in

response to a convection current is nominally

I = -JA (2)
c 2

where J is the current density flowing toward the stator (when the

stator is uncovered). Since the response to convection currents is

90 degrees out of phase with the response to an electric field, a

coherent detector using a stable reference signal synchronized with

the rate at which the rotor covers and uncovers the stator can be used

to discriminate between the field response and the current response of

the stator. (lit the present field-meter system the reference signal

is generated by an auxiliary set of vanes within the detector head.)

Similar field-meter systems using coherent detectors have often

been used in airborne and --round field measurements because the coherent

detector permits one to determine polarity of the field as well as field

strength. In these systems. however, only the "in-phase components of
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FIGURE 12 BLOCK DIAGRAM OF FIELD-METER SYSTEM

of the stator signal are normally detccted. That is, the response to

the electric field is detected, and the response to convectiron currents,

which are usually small under fair weather conditions, is rejected. By

usin- a second coherent dctector adjusted to respond to stator signals

1it phase-quadrature with the field-produced signals, the response of

the field mvter to convection currents as well as electric fields can

be obtained. Although this quadrature response of the field mneter is

not- a VerV uiseful physical parameter, it does provide a basis for

evaluiatin-g the behavior of the field meter in an ionized environment.

In the present I i eld-nmetur system, therefore, both the "in-phase- and

- (uadrature componerits of the stator signal are detected.
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As is indicated in the block diagram of Figure 12, the •i•gal

generated in the stator is amplified by two sets of amplifiers in series

to provide two sensitivity levels for the system. The output from each

signal amplifier is fed to two synchronous detectors, resulting in a

high-gain and low-gain output for both E-field and J-field. As was

indicated earlier, the reference signal is generated electrostatically

by a vane structure mounted on the inboard end of the motor shaft. The

E-field reference signal is fed directly from the reference stator to

an amplifier-clipper that produces a square-wave output to the E-field

synchronous detectors. To generate the J-field reference signals, the

output from the reference stator is fed to a 90-degree-phase-shift

circuit that drives the amplifier-clipper. The outputs from the field

meter were adjusted to range from 0 to 5 V, to be compatible with the

NASA data-recording system.

C. Calibrations i
Each of the instruments used in the experiments was calibrated

before and after the launch. The calibration was carried out after the

instrument was installed for launch, and consisted of injecting a known

signal at the sensor and operating the normal recording system to record

the data. In this way, every element of the system from the sensor to

the recorder was included in the calibration loop.

The field meters were calibrated by mounting a 1-ft-square aluminum

sheet 10 cm above the sensor ground plane and applying a stepped voltage

of known value between the ground plane and the calibrating plate.

Noise-measuring system calibrations were accomplished by injecting known

RF currents into the preamplifier input of the antenna in question.

In addition to the on-site calibrations of the instrumentation, it

was necessary to carry out certain supplenmentary measurements in the
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laboratory essentially to obtain analog solutions to electrostatic-field

problems. For example, it was necessary to determine the field perturba-

tiou caused by the pi--serre of the box on which the ground field-meter

sensors were installed. This was done using the arrangement of Figure 13.

POWER SUPPLY

ALUMINUM ALUMINUM
SHEET SHEET

GUARD RINGS

FIELD METER
BOX

d 1.52 m 4P

TA-8940-13

FIGURE 13 LABORATORY MEASUREMENT SCHEME TO OBTAIN RELATIONSHIP
BETWEEN LOCAL FIELD AND AMBIENT FIELD

Here a uniform field E is established between a pair of parallel plates
0

(guard rings and divider resistors are used to minimize field fringing).

A model of the field-meter box is placed on one of the end plates. The V

field E at the top of the box is measured by touching a small conducting1

probe to the point at which the field measurement is made. The probe

picks up a charge proportional to the magnitude of the electric field at

the contact point. This charge is transferred to an electrometer bucket

and measured. By repeating the measurement in a region of known field such

as E one obtains a relationship between charge and field as E /E = 1.6.

0 lo
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The setup of Figure 13 was also used to determine the relationship

between ambient field and LUT-face field at the field-meter location.

A model of the LUT was attached to one plate of the electrostatic case

and charge-transfer measurements were made. it was found that

E /E = 0.183.
o LUT

The relationship between vehicle potential V and electric field E at

the LUT field-meter position was determined using the setup of Figure 14.

WIRE

I kV APOLLO
POWER MODELI SUPPLY

E LUT

MODEL

IS

TA-8940-14

FIGURE 14 LABORATORY SETUP TO OBTAIN RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
VEHICLE POTENTIAL AND LUT FIELD-METER READING
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Here a mode). of the LUT is placed on the floor of the laboratory, and

provisions are made to charge a model of the Apollo, which can be

positioned at various heights above ground along the trajectory followed

during liftoff. Charge-transfer measurements of E at the scaled LUT

field-meter location are made as the rocket model is moved past the L'JT.

The results of this measurement are shown in Figure 15. The coupling

between the rocket and the field meter remains relatively constant while

some part of the body of the rocket is opposite the field-meter position.

Once the nozzles reach the field-meter height, the coupling decreases

abruptly. (It should be noted that the Apollo vehicle is scaled as an;

isolated conducting body, with this modeling -.cheme.)

200111- t i i t l r

1001
I - 1-

01* 1 1i , , 1 I I I ii i i I I.•

0 100 200
NOZZLE ALTITUDE - meters

TA-•940-15

FIGURE 15 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ROCKET POTENTIAL AND LUT-FACE

FIELD AT FIELD-MET-R POSITION
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III RESULTS nF EXPERIMENTS

A. Electric-Field Measurements

1. Apollo 13

Excellent records of vertical-electric-field variations were obtained

at Camera Pad 5 as shown in Figure 16. The field perturbation following

launch was initially positive and rose to a maximum of almost 1200 V/m

about 25 s after the initial perturbation; the direction of field change

reversed until a negative peak of some 300 V/m was reached at a time of

approximately 115 seconds; thereafter the field gradually returned to the I
unperturbed value. This same general behavior of the electric field was

observed by NMIMT1 ° at their Camera Pad 1 location, as shown in Figure 17,

where their data are plotted ior comparison with the SRI Camera Pad 5

record. This agreement in the records is not surprising since, as shown

in Figure 3, the two installations were quite symmetrically located both

with respect to the flame trenches and with respect to the ground wind

shown in the figure.

The SRI Camera Pad 4 record shovm in Figure 16 also consisted of a

generally positive excursion followed by a negative excursion. At this

station, however, there were large superimposed fluctuations. (The

exact details of these fluctuations are not entirely consistent among

the several sensitivity ranges. This stems from the fact that the

Rustrak recorders used at this station have a complicated response to

transients whose characteristic period is small compared to the meter

response time.) After the launch, a quantity of gravel and dust debris

was found on the surface of the aluwinum ground plane around the field

Preceding page blank
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mill. No such debris was found at Camera Pad 5. Consequently it is

plausible to associate the occurrence of the field fluctuations with

the presence of this debris.

At the slidewire and crawlerway sites, the recorders, which had

to be started well prior to launch time because of time restrictions

on access before launch, had uniortunately stopped before liftoff.

However, it was noted that on the stationary parts of the records there

were substantial positive and negative field perturbations greater than

anything found on the moving portion of the records. Comparison with
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the records from Camera Pads 4 and 5 confirmed that the only large field

perturbations were those accompanying launch. Consequently, the peak

excursions on the records at the slidewire and crawlerway sites could

be confidently associated with the maximum field perturbations occurring

at launch.

The Camera Pad 5 field-mill record is not consistent with the simple

electrostatic model involving an uncharged rocket and no charged exhaust

clouds illustrated in Figures l(b) and 1(c). With this model, the

magnitude of the measured field should increase after launch, but its

polarity should not change.

Similarly, the field-meter record is not consistent with the model

of Figure l(d) in which a highly conducting plume thousands of feet long

reduces the magnitude of the field to distances of thousands of feet from

the launch point. The data of Figure 17 show a clear increase in the

magnitude of the electric field at the time cf launch. Although in the

two higher-gain Camera Pad 4 records of Figure 16 the magnitude of the

electric field decreased for the first few seconds after launch, this

decrease is associated with an ultimate reversal in polarity and there-

fore does not constitute a field change of the type predicted by the

model of Figure 1(d).

An investigation was next made of the degree to which the measured

static-electric-field data fit the model of Figure 2 in which the

rocket is assumed to be highly charged by the action of the engines.

(The form of the field iariation observed on the launch of Apollo 13

is apparently consistent with this model if we assume that the vehicle

charged positively at liftoff, thus generating the positive field

excursion as the rocket climbed. The subsequent negative excursion

can be associated with the negatively charged exhaust products left
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behind by the rocket.) The field E produced on a ground plane by a

charged body located a distance h above the ground plane is given by

I 2Q h 3
2 3/2h2 r2

41e (h + )
0

where

I Q = Charge on body
RE -12

- e = 8.85 X 10 farad/meter
0
r = Distance from launch point to measurement point.

The field E is maximum when bE/dh 0. Carrying out the differentiation

gives E when h = r//•. For this value of h, the maximum value of
max

field isI EQ 1E Q (P;
max 2

ne r 3/-

For the Camera Pad 5 field meter that is 400 m from the launch pad,

maximum field should occur* when h = 282 m. From Figure 18, we find

that the rocket reaches this altitu;de in abrout 16 s after liftoff. Most

unfortunately, no indication of lif.'off time could be included in the

experimentation for Apollo 13. Accordingly there is a substantial un-

certainty in relating the times of various features on the records to

liftoff. The NMIMT recordl° from Camera Pad 1 (Figure 17) shows a

quite sudden increase in field that only lasts abouL 18 s from onset

to maximum; since this record was taken 415 m from the launch site,

* Assuming that the charge on the vehicle is constant. This assumption
cannot be checked without instrumentation on the vehicle, and may be

qul.te unrealistic.
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the field maximum using Eqs. (3) and (4) and Figure 18 should occur

17 s after liftoff. Thus it is a quite plausible interpretation of the

.NMIMT record to assume that the onset of the positive field change is

associated with liftoff, and that the form of the perturbation, at least

to maximum, is dominantly controlled by charge on the vehicle as it

ascends. The SRI record from Camera Pad 5 (Figure 16) is rather more

complicated; following onset, (1) the rate of field increase is quite

small for almost 20 s, but (2) there is then a fairly abrupt change in

slope, and (3) maximum is attained some 15 s later. It is tempting to

identify Item 1 with processes occurring prior to ]_iftoff, Item 2 with

liftoff, and Item 3 with the influence of positive charge carried on

the ascending vehicle. The time of 15 s from liftoff to maximum would

then correspond excellently with the 16 s predicted by the analysis

based on Eqs. (3) and (4) and Figure 18.
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Suppose we assume that the maximum field change AE 1200 V/m at

Camera Pad 5 occurs 16 s after liftoff when the rocket is at h = 282 m;

substitution into Eq. (4) then yields Q = 2.76 x 10-2 coulomb. Similar

calculations were carried out for the line of field meters extending to

the west of the pad and for two of the NMIMT sites. The results of

these calculations are given in Table 1.

The various values in the last column of Table 1 are in quite good

agreement. The time histories of the records from Camera Pad 5 and

Camera Pad 1 are not incompatible with the hypothesis that the field-

change to maximum is due to positive charge carried on the vehicle.

For NMIMT Site 3 there is a discrepancy of at least 20 s; this could

possibly be explained by postulating a charge variation on the vehicle,

by envisaging other sources of charge, and so on.

The data from Camera Pads 1 and 5 that give Q - 3 X 10 coulomb

Lnpear to be the most reliable. It is interesting to calculate the

vehicle potential that this value of charge implies. The free-space

capacitance of a prolate spheroid- 2 is

S Si 8ae (5)C I- + e
In

I-e

where mA
a Semi-major axis of the spheroid

e = Eccentricity =

b = Semi-minor axis of spheroid.
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It is convenient to approximate the Apollo 13 vehicle by a prolate

spheroid with a = 50 m and b = 5 m, and to evaluate Eq. (5) for the

resulting free-space capacitance. Such a calculation yields

-9
Capacitance = 1.84 X 10 farad, which implies that with a charge of

-2 73 X 10 coulombs the vehicle potential is 1.6 X 10 V. This value

of potential seems large, but it should be observed that the equilibrium

potential for an aircraft or rocket is determined when the engine-

charging current is balanced by the corona current from the aircraft.

With a conventional commercial jet aircraft this equilibrium potential

can approach 106 V. For the large engines of the Saturn rocket one

would expect the engine-charging current to be far larger than with

jet aircraft; furthermore, since there are probably more effective

roughnesses on an aircraft than on the rocket, the corona current

S~for a given voltage will be propo-tionately greater for the former than

for the latter case. Both these effects will tend to make the equilibrium

potential for the Saturn rocket substantially larger than in the case of

the jet aircraft; several million volts does not therefore seem an

impossible estimate for the Saturn equilibrium potential.

Brook et al. 13 have estimated the maximum charge (and consequently

potential) that can be acquired by a prolate spheroid simulating the

Apollo vehicle. Their analysis assumes that as soon as the breakdown-

field value* is exceeded at the end of the spheroid (the location of

highest field development) there can be no further increase in the

charge (and potential) on the vehicle. This assumption seems physically

incorrect and quite at variance with experimental results. Breakdown

will first occur as corona initiated at the corona onset potential.

However, the onset potential is not the maximum potential that ean

* As determined for breakdown between plane parallel electrodes.
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develop on an object in corona. Indeed, it is well established that

stable corona discharges are maintained from such diverse objects as

aircraft, laboratory discharge needles, and points at the earth's

surface during thunderstorms, for potentials approaching a hundred

times the corona onset value. Furthermore, when corona is occurring

from a pointed object the field 3t the point is considerably greater

than the parallel-plate breakdown value; also, the region of substan-

tially enhanced field, although influenced by space charge, usually

extends to some distance from the surface of the point.

The charge, Q, and the field at the tip, BT, of a prolate spheroid

are related by
1 4

• 2

!• Q =4ve b Eo

if, following Brook et al.,-3 we assume that E cannot exceed the parallel-

6 
7

plate breakdown value (3 X 10 V/m at sea level; 2.1 x 1'D V/m at 6000

feet) then for b = 5 m we deduce a maximum sea-level value for Q of

-3
8 X 10- coulomb; since Capacitance = 1.84 X 10- farad, the correspond-

6
ing potential is approximately 4 X 10 V. Reasons have been given in

the proceding paragraph for questioning the above assumption, and

indicating that in reality the vehicle can carry much higher charj-P;

and potentials than those deduced by Brook et al. 1 3 Certainly it -eems
7

entirely possible for a potential of 2 X 10 V to reside on th- Voelicle

with no worse consequences than copious corona from roughness: on the

surface. There would be incipient streamers from these roughnesses,

but in the absence of a general ambient fieldo approaching 10 kkV/m the

streamers would not develop.

With a potential of several million volts the Saturn vehicle, as

already indicated, may be expected to be in corona, the corona onset

being very soon after liftoff. The corona should generate radio noise.
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SThe Apollo 13 radio-noise records (discussed later) strongly supported

Sthis picture.

The final model that might be invoked to explain the observed

. field variations is that of Figure l(e), in which the exhaust products,

i clouds, and dust stirred up by the launch are all charged to some degree

and polarity, and these charges are dominantly responsible for the

electrostatic fields observed at launch.

The above discussion illustrates the state of understanding of the

electrostatic processes associated with an Apollo launch shortly after

the launch of Apollo 13. %%•en Apollo 14 ground experiments were being

planned it was possible to conclude that the rocket did not have the

electrical appearance of a giant conductor producing large-scale shorting

of the ambient field extending to thousands of feet. It was also clearly

evident that high electrostatic charges were generated by the launch. If

one argued that all of the positive charge was stored on the launch

vehicle, with the corresponding negative charge being gradually dispersed

in the exhaust clouds, high vehicle potentials resulted, but the explmna-

tion for the form of most of the field variations was gratifyingly simple

and straightforward. If, on the other hand, one argued that all the

charge resided on the exhaust products and clouds, it would be necessary

to devise explanations for the fact that both positive and negative

charges were observed, and for the unusually large negative charges

at certain locations (e.g., the dust-influenced Camera Pad 4). It

was noted during the •aunch of Apollo 13 that certain of the exhaust-

generated clouds developed very rapidly and had reached heights comparable

with that of the LUT by liftoff. Thus, if these clouds were indeed

charged, their effects should be apparent before any perturbations due

to clmrge on the vehicle. •
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Review of the above information indicated that defining vehicle

potential at and soon after launch should receive high priority in the

Apollo 14 experiments. It was also observed that the exhaust products

from the flame trench, especially to the south, appeared to have interest- I
ing properties and should be investigated more closely. Finally, it was

argued that accurate timing information was essential if the electrical

effects were to be correlated with launch events or with themselves.

Accordingly, the instrumentation system was expanded for the launch of I
Apollo 14, as discussed in detail in Section II-B. Specifically, the

LUT field-mill was added, an additional station was set up to the south,

and timing signals were included.

2. Apollo 14

Field-meter data from the SRI Apollo 14 experiment are summarized

in Figure 19. (For the Apollo 14 measurements, timing signals were

provided to all recorders so that there is no question regarding proper

time relationships between the various sets of data.) Good records

were obtained at all sites except Camera Pad 4; here the recorder

failed. In general, the field magnitudes are lower than those obtained

at corresponding locations during the Apollo 13 experiment. For cot-

parison, the field-meter records obtained at Camera Pad 5 on the two

launches are plotted together in Figure 20. It is evident that the

peak field obtained at this location nn Apollo 14 is roughly 1/5 that

obtained on the Apollo 13 launch. A further difference between the

two launches is that on Apollo 13 the initial positive deflection was

followed by a negative overshoot, whereas on Apollo 14 the field

decayed monotonically following the initial positive deflection.

In general, the SRI data show a positive field change at the time

of launch at all stations. The NMhIMT records for Apollo 14 show widely

varying fields of much higher magnitude than those obtained by SRI
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(more like the records obtained by SRI on Apollo 13). At the one nearly

common location, however (NII1IT air intake and SRI Camera Pad 5), the

records are in reasonable agreement as is shown in Figure 20. Thus it

appears that the great disparity in the types of records obtained stems

Efrom real physical effects, and not from instrumentation difficulties.

Unon first inspectiug the SRI Apollo 14 data, one is struck by

the fact that all the field changes at launch, including the LUT

"measurement, are positive. As in the case of Apollo 13, this form

of field variation can be simply explained by arguing that the vehicle

becomes positively charged as it leaves the pad, and that this positive

charge on the vehicle is responsible for generating the positive changes

in the field observed on the ground around the launch pad. Again, it

is instructive to carry out calculations to test this simple model.

At Camera Pad 5, LE 250 V/m at 35 s after liftoff, at which time
max

the vehicle is at a height of 1344 meters. Substituting these values

into Eq. (3), we find that the charge on the vehicle must be Q = 2.9 X
.3-2 -9

10 coulomb. For a vehicle capacitance of 1.84 X 10 farad, the above

charge implies 1hat the vehicle potential would have to be V = 1.6 X

7
10 V. From the LUT field-meter record of Figure 19 at time T 1603:13,

= when the rocket nozzles reached the LUT field meter (at the 340-foot

level), the highest field intensity measured was 300 V/m. Even extravo-

lating the initial rate of rise to T 1603:13 we find that the field

would be 600 V/m. Using the results of the model measurements illustrated

in Figure 15 we find that, with the vehicle at the 340-ft level, the LUT

face field and vehicle potential are related by V/E = 11 meters. Thus,

the rocket potential is less than 600 X 10 = 6000 V. Returning to

Figure 19, we find that at T 1 !603:13, the Camera Pad 5 field has

reached roughly half its final peak value, which means that, if we

were to account for the field changes entirely on the basis of charge

on .he rocket, the rocket potential at this time uould have to be of
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the order of megavolts. The low LUT field-meter reading thus argues

that high vehicle charge in the initial ascent stages is not the

mechb-inism by wnic& the observed field changes were generated.

It is appropriate at this time to tjve some consideration to the

degree of confidence one can place in the LUT field-meter data. The

field meter installed on the LUT was a special heavy-duty unit qualified

to a 160-dB acoustic environment and to a 1360-G peak shock. 1  In the

qualification test program the unit functioned within calibration limits

during the application of the environment. The particular unit installed

on the LUT was functioning within calibration limits upon being returned

to SRI following the Apollo 14 launch. The LUT field-meter data show

no sign of breakup except for the period between 1603:18 and 1603:22--

by this time the rocket was well above the top of the LUT. Immediately

prior to the launch, the LUT face field was +100 /i/m. From the mode!

measurements of Figure 13 this means that the ambient field in the

vicinity of the LUT was 0.183 X (100) = +18.3 V/6. This value is

compatible with the general field values measured prior to launch of

Apollo 14. (These were of the order of 100 V/m or less and varied

with time and from site to site; this variation is to be expected

under the rather disturbed weather conditions prevailing at launch

time.) Thus there is no obvious reason to distrust the data from this

instrument. It must be concluded, therefore, that while it was passing

the LUT, the Apollo 14 potential was 6,000 V or less.

We are left with the necessity for explaining the observed phenomena,

assuming that the rocket potential is of the order of 10 kV or less at

least until it clears the LUT. About the only mechanism left to explain

the field changes is charges residing on the exhaust clouds. Inspection

of the available movies of the launch indicates that thes.' clouds have

built up to considerable heights (above the LIT) during the nine seconds

of engine operation before liftoff. Inspection of the field-meter records
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in Figure 19 shows, however, that there was no substantial change in

field at any of the sites prior to liftoff; the NMIMT records show a

similar pattern. This argues that the exhaust clouds were uncharged

while the rocket was on the ground but became progressively more and

more charged during the initial stages of vehicle ascent. There are n

reasons for believing that exhaust-cloud charging occurring as the

result of particle and droplet impingement on the flame deflector and

flame trench could show this behavior. When the rocket is on the ground,

the energy in the exhaust is sufficient to vaporize all of the water

spray so that, during the time that it is in the flame trench, the

trench exhaust is in the vapor state and produces no charging upon

impact with the trench. As the rocket lifts off, the temperature of

the exhaust in the trench decreases so that some of the water spray

remains in liquid form and becomes charged upon impact with the trench.

Similarly, the character of solid particles contained in the rocket

exhaust itself changes with distance from the nozzles. Near the nozzles,

carbon exists as small incandescent particles. As one moves away from

the nozzles, the carbon particle size increases, and the particles are

no longer incandescent. Thus, charging of these particles on impact

with the flame trench would also be expected to change with the distance

of the rocket above the pad.

The clouds generated during launch have a complicated structure

the details of which may vary from launch tG launch. However, three

main cloud complexes may be identified; their characteristics are

summarized in Table 2.

The only records showing sabstantial (>l kV/m) negative fields

sustained for maTiy seconds are those from Camera Pad 4 (SRI) for

Apollo 13, and from Camera Pad 3 (ONIIT) for Apollo 1-1. In addition,

short-lived but quite, definite excursions of negative field were

recorded for Apollo 13 at Camera Pad 4 (SRI), and for Apollo 14 at
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Camera Pad 1 (NMIMT) and at the parking lot (SRI). It is noteworthy

that both Camera Pads 3 and 4 are likely to be much influenced by the S

south cloud; also, the relative directions of the surface winds were

such that for Apollo 13 the south cloud would pass close to or over

Camera Pad 4, while for Apollo 14 the south cloud actually passed above

Camera Pad 3.15 Furthermore, the sites at Camera Pad 4 after Apollo 13

and Camera Pad 3 after Apollo 14 both experienced a deposition of

particles following the launches. All these effects strongly suggest

that the south cloud contains, at least in its lower portions, particu-

late matter carrying negative charge, and that the fallout of these

particles could have accounted for the short negative field excursion

at the parking lot. Brook and Moore1- have suggested that there is

little cooling water in the south flame trench during launch, and it

is for this reason that the particulate matter is produced. There are

some indications, such as the very disturbed early part of the record

for Apollo 13 from Camera Pad 4, that the electrical structure of the

south cloud cannot be simply represented by negative particle charge

in the cloud base above. The different appearance of the top and base

of the cloud indicates a possible bipolar stricture with positive charge

in the upper parts of the cloud. The record from the parking lot (SRI)

strongly supports a bipolar structure for the south cloud. The general

change of field is positive, reaching +300 V/i some 40 s after ignition.

This change cannot plausibly be ascribed to the north cloud since

Camera Pad 5 (SRI) and the Air Intake sites (both stations substantially

closer to the north cloud at early times than the parking lot) show

smaller positive field changes than that at the parking lot. At

t = -10 s, the south cloud is about 500 m from the parking lot site

and with a mean height of perhaps 500 m (Ref. 15). A positive charge

of some 10 millicoulombs located at this position would account for

the observed field-change at the parking lot.
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The north-cloud motion is initially along the north flame trench

until it reaches approximately to the perimeter fence; thereafter the

cloud comes under the influence of the prevailing winds. For Apollo 13

the three NIMIMT stations located from northeast to north-northwest of

the launch pad all showed an initial positive excursion of field

succeeded by a much smaller negative change; the three SRI sites

situated approximately to the west-northwest of the pad gave a very

similar behavior.* In the case of Apollo 13 the north cloud would be

expected first to move toward the NIIINT sites and then to be driven

to the southwest by the winds so as to pass almost symmetrically the

center of the three SRI locations. With this cloud motion and the

observed field records the straightforward interpretation is that the

north cloud is bipolar in its charge structure, with positive charge

in its upper portions and negative toward the base. At first the

records are dominated by the field due to the positive charge, but

as the cloud rises, the well-known reversal-distance effect causes the

zone influenced by the negative charge to increase. Horizontal motion

of the cloud will. of course, also affect the areas dominated respectively

by the influence of the positive and negative charges.

For Apollo 14 all the three SRI stations to the west-northwest of

the pad showed only positive field excursions; furthermore, these field

changes are substantially less than those observed for Apollo 13. This

behavior is consis'ent with the bipolar charge structure of the north

cloud indicated b-, the Apollo 13 results, since for Apollo 14 the north

cloud was always receding, first to the north and then to the east, from

the three SRI sites. Consequently, these stations would always be well

* Although the recorders had stopped by the time of launch at two of

these sites, it was possible to determine that the positive deflection
preceded the negative alteration in time.
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beyond the reversal distance for the north cloud, thus never experiencing

negative fields, and being also sufficiently far for the positive fields

not to be large. The fringes of the north cloud for Apollo 14 passed

over three of the NNIMT stations--Camera Pad 1, the beach (cable)

terminal, and the beach site (13.2). The records from all these

stations showed negative fields. The record from 13.2 is especially

interesting since it is almost a classic textbook example of the form

of field variation associated with the movement of a bipolar cloud

past a recording site with the closest approach being approximately

equal to the reversal distance for the cloud. Initially, the field

excursion is positive, to reach a maximum deviation of +500 V/m at

t 30 s; the field then declines to a minimum equal to the background

level at t ' 60 s: there is then an increase again to a maximum of

+500 V/m at t ' 75 s. The field record is asymmetric in that the

minimum is not centered between the two maxima. There are many com-

plicating factors that could account for this asymmetry. Among these

are the curved trajectory, ascent of the cloud during its lateral

motion, horizontal shear between charged regions of the cloud, dissipa-

tion of the charge with time by recombination, fallout, and other

processes. However, a rough analysis employing the available informa-

tion1 s on the cloud motion and extent indicates that the record from

13.2 is not incompatible with a north cloud containing a negative

charge of the order of 10 millicoulombs (mC) in its lower region, with

several tens of millicoulombs of positive charge in its upper portions.

The relative magnitudes of the upper positive charge in the north

clouds for Apollo 13 and Apollo 14 can be estimated from the two respec-

tive records at Camera Pad 5 (SRI). For Apollo 14 the maximum field

change AE of +250 V/m occurred 35 s after ignition when the north

cloud had a mean height of some 300 m and was about 900 m from Camera

= Pad 5; if we ascribe the field change entirely to a positive charge
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located at h = 300 m and r = 900 m, the corresponding charge magnitude

is about 40 mC. The north cloud motion is not so well known for Apollo 13;

thus the calculation is correspondingly more uncertain. However, a

reasonabic estimate, taking into account the cloud behavior for Apollo 14

and the different wind characteristics between the two launches, is that

at Camera Pad 5, AE = 1200 V/m at t = 30 s, with h = 250 m and r = 400 m;

it follows tiat the positive charge is some 24 mC. Thus it seems that

the cloud electrical characteristics did not vary greatly between the

two launches, the differences in the field records being largely governed

by the dissimilarities in wind direction and speed.

The central cloud is of small dimensions and its effects will there-

fore be quite localized. For Apollo 13 the central cloud may have in-

fluenced Camera Pad 4 but the behavior at this site was almost certainly

dominated by the south cloud. In the case of Apollo 14, however, the

central cloud moved almost directly over Camera Pad 1 (NMIMT) and the

bench terminal (NTAIMT). It seems very likely that negative charge

carried in the lower portions of the central cloud accounted for much

of the negative field variation observed at these two MIIT sites.

Some added contribution from the lower negative charge in the postulated

bipolar north cloud is also probable.

B. Radio-Noise Measurements

1. Apollo 13

Noise data obtained during the Apollo 13 launch are shown in

Figure 21. Since range timing data were not reco:ded, it w~s necessary

to use arguments about the recorded data to establish an absolute time

base. In going over the noise record, it was observed that a marked

offset in the levels of the four highest-frequency noise channels

occurred shortly before the pronounced change in electric field that
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was associated with the launch. It was argued that this change in noise

level could be associated with the charged vehicle clearing the launch

pad. Accordingly, liftoff time on the record was set at the time of

the noise-level change.

The results of the Apollo 13 radio-noise measurements were interest-

ing in that they indicated that a change in the low-frequency RF noise

level occurred at the general time of launch, and that the noise per-

sisted for a period of roughly 35 s after onset. If it could be

established that the trace deflectionF truly resulted from RF noise

and not microphonics or some other spurious process in the receiving

system, the noise data might provide valuable insight into the static

charging of the vehicle. Some rudimentary shock tests (involving
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strikiag various of the receiver subassemblies with a screwdriver handle)

were conducted to determine if any part of the system was microphonic.I No microphonics considered capable of producing the observed traces

could be found. Accordingly, it was decided that the recording trace

offsets were indeed caused by RF noise associated with the launch.

2. Apollo 14

To gain additional confidence in the functioning of the noise-

measuring system, provisions were made on the launch of Apollo 14 to

use a broadband tape recorder to record the output of the loop-antenna

preamplifier. This would completely eliminate microphonics generated

within the receivers by the high acoustic-noise fields associated with
the launch. In addition, an electric-dipole-type antenna system was

installed at the Camera Pad 5 station. This provided a completely

independent source of RF noise data from receiving antenna through

recorder. To provide information on vibrational roise levels, an

accelerometer was installed on the loop-antenna preamplifier housing

and its output was recorded on a trace of the tape recorder. Finally,

timing signals were provided to both the tape recorder and the strip-

chart recorder.

The RF-noise-measurement strip-chart-recorder output data obtained

during the Apollo 14 launch are shown in Figure 22. These records,

obtained using the loop antenna. indicate a large increase in noise

on the 1.5-kilz and 5-kHz channels 3 s after ignition, while the 51-kHz

channel noise does not begin until 2 s after liftoff. This behavior

is quite different from that illustrated in Figure 21 where the initial

change in noise level occurred simultaneously on all channels from

6 kltz through 120 Wiz, and the peak of the perturbation in the 1.5-kHz

noise level occurred 25 s later. To check the validity of the Apollo 14
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= strip-chart noise data, the noise receivers used during the launch were

set up in the laboratory; the tape-recorded broadband noise data obtained

from the loop-antenna preamplifier and from the electric-dipole-antenna

preamplifier during the launch were then fed into the receivers. The

receiver outputs obtained during this experiment are shown in Figure 23.

It is of interest first to compare the loop-antenna data of Figure 23

with those of Figure 22. The two records display the sane general signal- A

level variations, demonstrating that receiver microphonics did not appre-

ciably influence the data of Figure 22. Next, it is interesting to

compare the loop and electric-dipole-antenna data in Figure 23. Again,

the field-intensity records are in quite good agreement. Since com-

pletely different sensors and antenna preamplifiers were used in obtaining

these data, this good agreement means that preamplifier or antenna micro-

phonics can also be discounted as having influenced the noise-field-

intensity data. Thus, the RE-noise records of Figures 21, 22, and 23
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can be considered to be representative of the true radio-noise environment

during launch.

When the data reduction had proceeded this far, it was argued that

since 1.5- and 6-kHz noise starts shortly after Apollo 14 ignition, this

noise might be attributed to plasma processes occurring in the exhaust.

Because 51-kHz noise did not occur until after liftoff, it was felt that

it might be ascribed to voltage-breakdown processes (possibly along the

exhaust) associated with vehicle charging after launch. Unfortunately,

the 51-kHz noise starts at 1603:05 before the rocket has cleared the

LUT, when, according to LUT field-mill data, the vehicle potential is

probably too low to support substantial noise-producing breakdowns from

the vehicle.

In an effort to extract additional information from the RF noise

records, a rayspan readout was made of the wideband tape recordings of

both the loop and electric-dipole noise. The rayspan data are shown in

Figure 24, in which time is plotted along the horizontal axis and fre-

quency along the vertical axis, and noise-field intensity is proportional

to the darkness of the trace. To gain an idea of the characteristics of

the vibrational environment at the loop-antenna base, a rayspan readout

was also made of the accelerometer signal and is shown at the bottom of

Figure 24. Inspection of the figure indicates that there is a marked

change in the launch-pad electromagnetic environment near the time of

launch. (The record also indicates that data were not generated by

microphonics, because there is no correlation between the RF noise data

and the accelerometer signal.) At 1602:28 (21 s before ignition) broad-

band white-noise-like interference becomes evident on the electric dipole.

A little later, at 1602:33 (16 s before ignition) four discrete signals

appear starting at zero frequency and, in one second, sweeping up in

frequency to rest at 2.5, 5, 7.5 and 10 kHz, as though some high-inertia
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device such as a motor were being brought up to speed. These signals

appear to stop abruptly at 1604:03. At 1602:49 (5 s before ignition)

additional discrete signals appear. At 1602:51 (3 s before ignition) A

another group of roughly five upward-sweeping discrete signals (high

inertia associated with various prelaunch activities such as turning

on pumps, recorders, etc., immediately prior to launch) appear on the

record.

After ignition (at 1602:57.5) some broad signals centered about

discrete frequencies appear at low frequencies in Figure 24 (particularly

on the loop antenna). It is apparently these latter broad signals that

were responsible for the signal-strength records obtained on the 1.5-

and 6-kflz noise receivers since large increases in signal strength

occurred on the receiver records at roughly 1602:57.5. Some of these

broad, but discrete noise signals are clearly modulated at a rate varying

from 1 to 2 cps starting at 1603:05.4. This modulation is evident in

Figure 23 as a series of peaks in the 1.5-kHz loop-antenna signal level

starting at 1603:05.5. This same modulation is evident in the 6-kHz

electric-dipole record, but not in the 1.5-kHz dipole channel which was

saturated at chis time. The modulated noise signals disappear abruptly

at 1603:28.8 in the rayspan record of Figure 24. This corresponds to

the first abrupt drop in the 1.5-kHz loop-antenna signal level, which

occurs at the same time. (It should be noted that the rayspan readout

has a limited dynamic range, so that had the gain of the system been

increased, similar to increasing the "contrast" on a television receiver,

the records would be generally darker, but might indicate that some

signal persisted at 1.5 kliz after 1603:28.8 in agreement with the

field-strength record of Figure 23.)

It is interesting to pursue the discussion of the last paragraph

somewhat further, and to attempt to correlate the various aspects of

this unusual noise signal with events associated with the launch.
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First, let us look into the possible relationship between the noise

record and the vehicle flight. The noise starts after ignition and

changes character 2.4 s after liftoff when the vehicle is 4.25 m off

the pad. It persists until almost 30 s after launch, at which time

the vehicle enters the bottom of the cloud deck at 4,000 ft. Since,

from Figure 23, the signal level of this noise is virtually unchanged

until the rocket is at 4,000 ft altitude, it is difficult to see how

a source on the rocl:et itself could be solely responsible for the

observed signal. If the source were on the rocket, one would expect

a considerable diminution in signal strength as the rocket climbed.

In casting about for other possible sources of this noise, it is

noteworthy that certain of the launch-pad water systems operate over

roughly the same time interval as the noise. From Figure 25 we find

that during an Apollo launch, the flame-trench system B and LUT-deck

FLAME TRENCH WATER
SYSTEM A
(12,000 gpm)

FLAME TRENCH WATER 2 34
SYSTEM B
(20,000 gpm)

LUT DECK WATER S2 34
1st SYSTEM -

(5,500 gpm)

LUT DECK WATER I
2nd SYSTEM 

3

(24,000 gprn)

SWING ARM DELUGE
(6.000 gpm)

-60 T 0 60 120 180 240 300S~IGNITION TIME AFTER LIFTOFF - seconds

TA-8940-19

FIGURE 25 ACTIVITY OF PAD WATER-DELUGE SYSTEM DURING APOLLO LAUNCH
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first system are both on from 2 s prior to liftoff until 34 s after

liftoff. It is known that spraying water becomes charged, and the

resulting field intensities can become sufficiently high for RF noise-

producing electrical breakdowns to occur. 1 6  Also, the electrostatic-

field measurenents show conclusively that the clouds, produced by the

interaction of the hot exhaust with the water and the flame trenches,

are strongly charged. It is very plausible that breakdowns generating

radio noise could occur within these clouds. The exact manner, however,

in which these processes would operate in the high-temperature environ-

ment associated with liftoff is not obviously explained. Finally, it

is peculiar why electrification and noise should be apparently associated

with the operation of the water systems that function from 2 to 34 s

after launch and not with others shown in Figure 25 that operate at

various times from -60 to +300 s from liftoff.
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IV DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Vehicle Charge

In conclusion it may be stated that the Apollo 13 and 14 measurement

programs were successful. Various minor difficulties did not detract

appreciably from the usefulness of the data. The addition of the field

meter on the LUT and the tape recorder at Camera Pad 5 for the Apollo 14

launch added most significantly to confidence in the data and its inter-

pretation. In particular, it is now established (primarily from the LUT

field-meter record) that the vehicle has relatively low charge as it

leaves the LUT. This behavior is consistent with the work of Uman;i7 he

has indicated that the visible plume (length approximately 200 m at ground

level) is a uniformly good conductor, but that the conductivity drops

quite rapidly with further increasing distance along the exhaust trail.

Thus we may expect the vehicle to maintain a conducting connection with

the ground at least to an altitude exceeding 200 m. Because of this

conducting connection the vehicle cannot develop a substantial self-

charge; the measurements show that at the time the nozzles pass the LUT

the charge is only 12 pC (potential 6,000 V) or less. It is probable that

the rocket potential rises abruptly once the plume clears the ground. In

this regard, it would be useful to install a field meter or other equip-

ment on one of the loner stages of a future Apollo vehicle to provide a

direct measure of vehicle potential as the vehicle ascends. This experi-

ment has bcen very successfully accomplished on two Titan III-C rockets,lS

and it was found that, although vehicle potential is relatively low ini-

tially after liftoff, it can achieve hundreds of kilovolts later in the

flights. It is reasonable to assume similar behavior for the Apollo
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vehicles, although the differences in size and engine types makes precise

extrapolation difficult.

It is noteworthy that even with a potential of a million volts (aIl
threshold value apparently of much significance in the triggering of

3lightning) on the Apollo vehicle, the charge is only about 2 mC. Since

the charges developed on the exhaust clouds are an order of magnitude

greater than this it is obviously extremely difficult to deduce the

electrical conditions on the vehicle from ground-level observations.

Airborne measurements from balloons, rockets, or aircraft in the vicinity

of the ascending vehicle are more promising, but even so there are sensi-

tivity problems. It is difficult, for example, to reduce the noise level

on a field meter mounted on an aircraft much below a few volts per meter.

For a vehicle charge of 2 mC a field of 3V/m, for instance, will be ex-

ceeded only within some 3 km of the vehicle; safety constraints will often

prevent such a close approach. It is significant that the aircraft measure-

ments during the Apollo 13 launch were reported as indicating that the

vehicle charge was not greater than 3 mC; this value was probably the

lower detectable limit. In order to study the vehicle electrification as

already indicated, by far the most productive approach would be to install

instrumentation on one of the lower stages of the launch vehicle to measure

vehicle potential during the launch and subsequently.

B. Charged Exhaust Clouds

From the data obtained on Apollo 13 and 14, the launch of the rocket

does not produce any large-scale shorting of the earth's field of the type

that might reduce the natural fair-weather level of 100 V/m to almost

zero. Instead, very localized field perturbations are generated associated

with charge on the exhaust clouds. It should be observed, of course, that

*=

Reported at the KSC Lightning Experiments Review Meeting of January 7,

1971.
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Apollo 13 and 14 were both launched under very low field conditions such

that modifications in ambient field were easily masked by local charged

clouds generated by the launch. The launch rules, with their emphasis

on the avoidance of disturbed weather conditions associated with high

electrical fields, almost ensure that future launches will be made only

in a low-ambient-field environment.

It is clear thaL the clouds generated by the rocket exhaust and its

interaction with the cooling systems are charged. However, any precise

estimate of the magnitudes and distributions of the charges within the

clouds cannot be made from the data provided by the field-mill network.

Even for the very simple case of an intracloud lightning flash between

two centers of charge it is well known that measurements from seven

ground stations are required if the parameters involved are to be

accurately defined. During the Apollo launches it appears that at

least three charged clouds are generatid; that charge generation is

possible throughout the time the exhaust plume is in contact with the

pad environment and perhaps later; that more than one charge-generating

mechanism is involved; that some of the charged constituents fall out

faster than others from the clouds; and that the position, the horizontal

development, and the vertical extent of the clouds are all major influ-

ences in determining the ground electrical cffeeks. There could well be

other significant factors such as a complicated structure of the charged

regions within the visible clouds, and a redistribution with time of this

structure as a result of such agencies as gravitational settling, recom-

bination, internal discharges, and corona. We may state with some

c.,nfidence that the electrical structure within any individual cloud

will change with time, and that the field pattern at the ground, being

determined both by the positions and the internal electrical structures

of the individual clouds, will show a complicated spatial end temporal

variation. Under these circumstances any unique deduction, from ground
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observations, of the electrical histories for each cloud, seems almost U

impossible.

The arguments in the preceding paragraph do not imply that no esti-

mates can be made of the electrical characteristics of the various clouds.

Rather they are intended to show that only order-of-magnitude estimates are

justifiable. Such estimates are listed in Table 3. Some of the information

I• given in Table 3 differs from that deduced by the NMIMT workers. As re-

gards the controversial points, we conclude that the north cloud is bipolar;

we derive this from the negative fields observed at the SRI and NMIIT

stations for Apollo 13, and from the field pattern recorded at beach Site

13.2 (NMIMT) for Apollo 14. The latter record yields the magnitude esti-

mate for the lower negative charge. From the parking lot (SRI) record for

Apollo 14, we deduce that the south cloud is bipolar. These data also en-

=• able the approximate size of the upper positive charge in the south cloud

to be deduced. Our justification for postulating a bipolar structure for

the central cloud is much more slender; the main arguments are that if the

north and south clouds are bipolar it seems plausible that the central

cloud should also have a similar structure, and that since the central

cloud is so small and its electrical effects therefore very localized,

nothing in the experimental data is incompatible with the postulation that

it is bipolar.

Some apparently accurate estimates of the cloud charges have been

deduced by the NMIATr researchers. We consider these estimates to be

misleadingly precise for several reasons. The estimates are based on

an analysis that envisages the north cloud to be monopolar positive, the

south cloud to be monopolar negative, and the central cloud to be mono-

polar negative; we believe that the north and south clouds at least are

bipolar. The NMIMT interpretation postulates a fallout sequence from

the south cloud that is speculative. Most importantly, the N-MINIT analysis

considers only a portion of the NNIIMT data acquired during the Apollo 14

launch in the deduction of the cloud charges. The remainder of the NMIMT
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data are dismissed as not fitting the deduced Apollo 14 charge distribu-

tion, while the SRI measurements made for the Apollo 14 launch and all

the data (SRI and NMIMT) acquired for Apollo 13 are ignored.

Table 3

ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE OF EXHAUST-GENERATED CLOUDS AT APOLLO LAUNCHES
(Approximately 40 s After Ignition)

Ii
C ge Magnitudes

Cloud Structure Upper Positive Lower Negative Remarks

North Bipolar Several tens of Order of ten
(Positive above, millicoulombs millicoulombs

negative below)

South Bipolar Order of ten A few milli- Lower negative

(Positive above, millicoulombs coulombs charge probably

negative below) carried on par-

ticles that fall

out rapidly

Central Bipolar? ? A few milli- A small cloud.

(Positive above? coulombs Structure can

Negative below.) only be deduced

if it passes

close to a re-

cording station.

Comparisons between the behavior during the Apollo 13 and 14 launches

show that in each case the upper positive charge on the north cloud was of

the order of several tens of millicoulombs. During each launch also there

appeared to be an early fallout of particles carrying negative charge from

the south cloud. These similarities lead us to the general conclusion

that there were no gross differences in the characteristics of the electri-

fied clouds for the two launches. Nothing in the data indicates such

differences.
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The precise mechanisms responsible for all of the electrical effects

produced on the ground are not clear. They apparently have to do with

charging processes occurring in the exhaust clouds leaving the flame

trench. These processes are affected by the temperature and composition

of the effluent from the trench, since no electrical effects are observed

until liftoff. (Apparently no charging was observed by NMIMT in the

clouds generated in a static Saturn rocket firing in Mississippi in

Summer 1970.19)

Summarizing, all indications are that charge in the exhaust clouds

leaving the trench does not in itself present any launch hazard. The

only serious electrical incident during the Apollo launches was the light--

ning strike to Apollo 12 when it was at altitude in flight. There is no

evidence of any adverse occurrence at ground level during any launch.

Since the cloud electrification appears relatively constant for each

launch the natural deduction is that the electrification is not a

hazard.

Accordingly, detailed study of the electrical structure of the

exhaust clouds is likely to be more basic than applied in its impact.

The controlled nature of the launch procedures, and the apparent repro-

ducibility of the electrical effects, suggest a fruitful area of experi-

mental research for the academic scientist interested in the sudden and

mssive occurrence of Qxotic charging mechanisms.

C. Radio Noise

The purpose of the RF noise measurements, carried out during the

launches of Apollo 13 and 14, was to take advantage of the fact that RF

=noise-producing electrical discharges occur from a highly charged

vehicle, in an effort to get an indication of rocket potential shortly

after liftoff. Changes in the RF noise level were observed on both
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launches. Noise-signal-strength records on the two launches were

different, leading to the initial conclusion that the noise was caused

by processes associated with vehicle flight, and not by radio-frequency

interference associated with the launch complex; this interference one

would expect to be relatively the same from launch to launch. Following

a more careful analysis of the Apollo 14 noise data including a rayspan

readout (in which the spectral history of the noise is displayed) it

became clear that, for Apollo 14 at least, much of the RF noise occurring

near the time of launch, although associated with launch processes, was

not generated on the vehicle itself. This is clearly indicated by the

fact that the noise persisted with undiminished amplitude until the

vehicle altitude was 4000 ft; this fact is quite inconsistent with a

noise source on the vehicle.

Some effort was made to correlate the noise with other launch-

associated activities occurring on the pad such as the water-deluge-

system operation and the consequent generation of charged clouds. Here

the time correlation with operation of Flame Trench B and LUT Deck No. 1

systems appears reasonable. Unfortunately, again, there were other

similar water systems operating at times when the noise in question did

not exist. It may be that only some of the water systems create charged

clouds, but this point is difficult to establish.

In conclusion, it'appears on the basis of the meager Apollo 13 RF

noise data and the more substantial Apollo 14 data, that in the frequency

range studied, the RFI generated near the time of launch by various

activities associated with the launch substantially masks any RF noise

that might be generated by electrification of the vehicle itself. Thus,

using ground-level data obtained at discrete frequencies on a single

launch to inter the electrostatic behavior of the rocket is not likely

to be successful. If, however, broadband RF noise measurements are made
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at spaced locations on several launches and on their respective count-

down demonstration tests, it might be possible to obtain some, useful

information in this way. An unexpected dividend of such a network of

measurements might be an identification of noise sources with particular

clouds; this would be an indicator of their degree of electrification.

I
Fair

i-3
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V RECOMMENDATIONS

The following are the recommendat~ons that emerged from this

study:

(W) The existing launch rules regarding launching during

disturbed weather should not be relaxed at this time.

Intrusion of a body the size of the Apollo vehicle is
likely to trigger a lightning stroke in a region of

high electric field. The results of the present pro-

gram confirm that the electrical length of the vehicle
is increased by the highly conducting rocket exhaust.

(2) We think it vital that, since the charged clouds

generated by the launch obscure the other electrical
effects produced by the launch, consideration should

be given to the installation of a field meter on one
of the lower stages of a future Apollo vehicle. This

instrument would provide unequivocal information on

the vehicle charge irrespective of charged clouds near

the ground. It would also show whether or not sub-

stantial charges develop on the vehicle after it becomes
removed from the immediate vicinity of the launch pad.
This measurement is most important because there is

strong evidence that the presence of a potential

approaching a million volts (2 mC charge on an Apollo

vehicle) on a conductor is one of the two necessary

criteria for the occurrence of a lightning-initiating
streamer from the conductor. 3  It is difficult to see

how such a potential could be reliably detected except

by an instrument carried on the vehicle.

(3) We believe it desirable that in order to further define

the electrical character of the launch vehicle and the

way in which it perturbs the ambient fields, tests of

the sort conducted on Apollos 13 and 14 should be con-

tinued. A fixed array of ground field meters should
be located around the pad, and in particular, the LUT

field meter should become a permanent installation.

These measurements are necessary to develop confidence
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in the data obtained to date, and to look for deviations

from the behavior observed thus far. Variations observed
in the readings at the same location on Apollos 13 and 14

(depending on wind direction) indicate that the array of
field meters should continue to surround the pad. If the

array of field meters becomes a permanent installation, it

is also available to supply real-time data on the degree
of disturbance of the natural atmospheric electrical
environment; these data can be used as a supplemental

input in the making of launch-delay decisions.
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